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About this paper

This paper provides the underpinning evidence on business games and enterprise competitions. Schools, colleges and providers of careers and enterprise programmes are invited to use this evidence to inform the programmes that they are running and developing.

The paper draws together academic and ‘grey’ literature (such as policy papers, speeches and programme evaluation reports), with the aim of, first, clarifying possible impacts from business games and enterprise competitions and, second, exploring what effective practice looks like.

There is a wide range of ways to deliver enterprise education. This paper will focus on enterprise competitions and business games, in part because previous research by The Careers & Enterprise Company identified this as a promising approach.
In brief

There is a range of evidence which provides insights on the effectiveness of business games and enterprise competitions. The evidence suggests that business games and enterprise competitions are ‘potentially effective’ (a 2 on the Early Intervention Foundation evidence scale) because we have identified multiple evaluations which typically demonstrate positive outcomes for participants, but these interventions have limited samples or methodological robustness.

The evidence suggests that business games and enterprise competitions can have a significant and observable impact on cognitive abilities, employability skills, personal effectiveness, knowledge and career readiness.

The evidence offers several important lessons for practice. It suggests that high quality business games and enterprise competitions need to be well designed, authentic, offer participants autonomy, encourage teamwork and provide feedback.
Executive summary

Enterprise competitions and business games provide opportunities for active learning about work and entrepreneurship. The evidence suggests that they are ‘potentially effective’ based on multiple evaluations which typically demonstrate positive outcomes for participants, although they have limited samples or methodological robustness.

Existing studies have observed impacts associated with enterprise competitions across five domains.

1. Cognitive abilities
   - Analytical skills
   - Creativity and problem solving
   - Quantitative skills

2. Employability skills
   - Business planning
   - Decision making
   - Leadership
   - Risk taking
   - Social orientation and team working
   - Time management

3. Personal effectiveness
   - Confidence/self-esteem
   - Resilience
   - Self-efficacy

4. Knowledge
   - Business knowledge

5. Career readiness
   - Occupational awareness
   - Career management skills
   - Entrepreneurial intent

The experiential nature of such activities can be engaging and encourage the development of such abilities, skills and knowledge in a different way from more conventional career learning activities.

Since there are several such competitions and games run nationally with no cash cost to schools or students, they present a viable and stimulating way for students to gain experience of enterprise and business.

The evidence provides several useful pointers for running business games and enterprise competitions.
Lessons for practice

Design
Games and competitions should be carefully designed with clear objectives and a context which is meaningful to students. They should be stretching but not overwhelming for participants.

Authenticity
Games and competitions should ensure simulations of reality are as authentic as possible.

Autonomy
Participants should have autonomy and opportunity to experiment.

Teamwork
Games and competitions should ideally be constructed to encourage teamwork.

Employer participation
Employers and working people should be involved as coaches and/or mentors.

Feedback
It is important for participants to receive feedback from employers and teachers on their decision-making and actions at key stages throughout the game or competition. A final debrief should take place at the end of the game to allow participants to assess their own performance and reflect on what they have learnt.
Introduction

Making the transition from education to work can be challenging for young people. Employers report that they find it difficult to fill vacancies and find the skills that they need.¹

This is particularly acute with respect to school leavers, who many employers report lack essential business skills and require a significant amount of training before being able to work.² ³ School leavers also feel unprepared for work with a recent survey by Education and Employers finding that 53% of all young people felt that their schooling had not prepared them for adult working life⁴ with this finding being echoed in other similar studies.⁵

Research by YouGov on behalf of EDGE found a strong consensus amongst teachers, employers, young people and their parents that there should be a greater level of employer involvement in education.⁶ There are a wide range of potential ways in which schools can make use of such involvement to support young people’s transitions to work.⁷ In this paper we focus on business games and enterprise competitions. These kinds of interventions can be useful to young people as they develop a range of skills and knowledge in a way which simulates the workplace. Where these interventions are used to support young people’s career learning there are a range of benefits for the individual and the economy.⁸ However, provision of careers and enterprise support is patchy and inconsistent in schools in England.⁹ ¹⁰

Lord Young highlighted the importance of enterprise education in his 2014 report Enterpise for All.¹¹ He pointed out that enterprise education is not only about encouraging young people to consider self-employment and entrepreneurship, but also about fostering ‘a can-do and positive attitude and equipping people with the confidence to develop a career and vocational interests’. The business games and enterprise competitions that we examine in this paper are a sub-set of enterprise education. Enterprise education includes both specific enterprise activities such as business games and enterprise competitions as well as describing an approach to pedagogy and the organisation of the wider curriculum.¹² ¹³ However, a recent report by Ofsted found that access to enterprise education in England was inconsistent and that it was often poorly planned and delivered.¹⁴

---

Previously Ofsted has argued that there are six key criteria to ensure good enterprise education in schools.

1. A commitment by school leaders to enterprise education and having a sufficiently senior member of staff to champion it throughout the school.

2. A common understanding of what enterprise education is, based on an agreed definition.

3. Ensuring that there is a coherent programme that embraces all pupils; that learning outcomes are clearly identified and that there is progression in pupils’ knowledge, understanding and skills.

4. Having systems in place to assess pupils’ progress in relation to enterprise education as well as to monitor the quality of provision in this area.

5. Having an effective programme of training to develop teachers’ understanding of enterprise education and their expertise in delivering it.

6. Making effective use of links with employers to ensure that the content of courses is up to date and reflects current business activity.

These criteria offer a framework for the delivery of enterprise education which aligns well with wider frameworks that exist such as the Gatsby Benchmarks for good careers guidance. In general career and enterprise education needs to be well planned, coherent, well-integrated into the curriculum, co-ordinated by professionals who understand both the content that they are delivering and the teaching methods through which it is delivered, and finally and distinctively, such education should make good use of input from employers and working people. However, within these broad principles of good practice there is a wide range of ways to deliver enterprise education.

This paper will focus on enterprise competitions and business games, in part because previous research by The Careers & Enterprise Company identified this as a promising approach and in part because the research base suggests that gamified learning is engaging and well aligned to support the objectives of career and enterprise learning.
What are business games and enterprise competitions?

Business games and enterprise competitions are a well-established form of career and enterprise education which create an experiential learning opportunity for young people. Examples of these kinds of activities have been employed at all stages of education and in countries across the world.

There is a strong tradition of enterprise education in primary schools. While this is not the focus of this paper, this is an area that merits further attention in the future. There is also a strong tradition of enterprise education within higher education, although again this is not the focus of this paper. We have made use of evidence drawn from across the lifecourse where it offers insights that are useful to our core focus on secondary schools and colleges. We will discuss the need for more studies focused on the 11-18 age group in section 5 of this paper.

As we explore these interventions, it is important to think about what the difference is between ‘enterprise’ and ‘business’ and between ‘competitions’ and ‘games’. Enterprise activities focus on the creation or formation of a business, while business activities focus more on the management of an already established business. Thus, in an enterprise game or competition the goal is usually the development of an idea into a business. This may include several stages such as the initial pitch, setting out a business proposal, implementing the business plan and, in some cases, taking a product or service to market. Business games and competitions focus more on how teams deal with business scenarios, so the focus is on making business decisions with respect to both internal factors such as finance and external factors such as stock markets.


Competitions are...

contests where individuals or teams compete to beat other teams by developing (and in some cases implementing) an idea and/or product or service. These competitions could be simulated (e.g. played in a classroom with fake money) or real (e.g. setting up a micro-enterprise which sells real products to real people).

Games are...

activities which have rules and goals and which challenge the participants, and which may be individual or team-based. They are distinct from ‘real’ activities and usually attempt to simulate a real life scenario. These simulations allow young people to explore setting up a business or managing a company in a safe environment without any serious personal or financial consequences. Such safe spaces for career learning are important as they allow experiential learning to take place in a way that recognises that young people may find it difficult to assess risks and consequently protects them from exposing themselves to such risks.

Enterprise competitions and business games typically bring young people into contact with employers or working people who act as mentors/coaches and/or judges. The students compete, usually in teams against each other, to develop and/or run an enterprise or business. Competitions can be short, perhaps only lasting for a lesson or they can be long, running for an academic year or more.

Greco and colleagues argue that such games and competitions should have two main purposes:

1. to facilitate learning and understanding of different business topics and skills; and
2. to evaluate the participants’ performances.

Enterprise competitions and business games therefore cover a wide range of different learning opportunities. What unites them is the focus on experiential learning and the simulation of work.

---

Types of business games and enterprise competitions

There are a range of different ways in which enterprise competitions and business games can be organised. Watts argues that there are five forms of enterprise or business simulation which are commonly used in schools:25

- **'design and make' simulations** in which participants engage in product design and prototype construction;
- **production simulations** which mirror assembly lines or other forms of mass production;
- **work practice units** which simulate businesses to provide an experience of work places;
- **school work tasks** where students take on job roles or tasks within the school, for example receptionist or peer tutor; and
- **mini-enterprises** which enable students to explore higher end business processes such as establishing a company, designing a product, making a product and trading for a specified period of time.

Over recent years, it has become increasingly common to integrate digital elements to support engagement and enhance the quality of the simulation.26, 27

All these business games and enterprise competitions require participants to undertake a range of business tasks. However, more complex types of games and competitions demand more complex skills and knowledge. Depending on individual design, they may require participants to engage in planning, organisation, leadership, creativity, group work, problem solving, decision making and communication.

Some games and competitions may also require participants to learn about or demonstrate mastery of key business domains such as personnel, marketing, management and finance. Games with a stronger focus on enterprise will also ask participants to create a new product or service and to learn skills relevant to setting up and running their own business. These might include learning about the business cycle through developing an idea, establishing a company, developing a product or service, trading, distributing, marketing and potentially ultimately winding down the company.

Business games and enterprise competitions are designed primarily to foster career and enterprise learning which can variously integrate with and supplement learning in the mainstream curriculum and associated qualifications.28

---

Such competitions also provide an opportunity for young people to gain access to employers and to build their social networks and cultural capital. In addition the game or competition format is also designed to be enjoyable and to foster engagement in career and enterprise learning.

In some games and competitions groups play within a common environment. This means that decisions made by teams may have consequences for other teams as well as their own. In other formats, teams may compete against each other to gain an accolade for their idea/company, or to make the most profit, but their decision making has no consequences for any team other than their own.

Games and competitions offer participants a range of possible choices during the game. In many cases while there may not be a ‘right’ choice, there can be wrong ones. Well-designed games build feedback into the process, so that when a player makes a bad choice they receive signals from the game and clues as to what the right choice might have been. This kind of signalling and feedback is key to an effective simulation and supports participants to learn from experience just as they would through a real working situation.

Although simulations are a simplified version of reality, they can still be a useful vehicle for developing an understanding of the complexity and inter-relatedness of business and organisations. The ability of a game to simulate reality is a key part of its design. Some games seek to create a simulation within narrow constraints, for example games or competitions which are conducted in the classroom and which do not directly involve employers, but which teach participants how managing an organisation works. Rollercoaster Tycoon (see boxout 1 overleaf) provides a good example of this kind of game. At the other end of the spectrum there are competitions that incorporate real elements and which potentially offer participants experiences of entrepreneurship or the world of work. Young Enterprise offer a suite of programmes that range in scope and duration, for example, the Company Programme (see boxout 2 overleaf) requires participants to develop saleable products and then to sell them.

Example of business games and enterprise competitions

1. Rollercoaster Tycoon

Rollercoaster Tycoon is a computer simulation business game for secondary school students who act as theme park managers. The participants control specific elements with the goal of improving park performance that is measured through the happiness of the park staff and guests. Interactions between aspects such as admission process, ride excitement and park facilities lead to the development of complex situations. For example, placing a food stall next to a high-speed rollercoaster can lead to an increased number of vomiting guests.

2. Young Enterprise Company programme

Students work in teams to set up and run a business or social enterprise. Each student takes on a job role and works as part of the team to be responsible for an area of the business such as finance, sales or marketing.

Students can manage money, open a bank account, interact with business volunteers and customers at sales events such as local trade fairs and present to an audience. The competition can last up to an academic year but is flexible.
3. The Tenner Challenge

The Tenner Challenge is a Young Enterprise competition for 11-19 year olds and is free for schools to enter. Each registered young person is pledged a tenner to use as start-up capital to get their own business off the ground. They have four weeks to make as much profit as possible. The programme aims to develop greater self-awareness; insight into how businesses are structured and the different roles and career opportunities that exist; understanding of self-employment/entrepreneurship; insight into different careers and valuable skills and provide practical experience of financial mathematics in a real-life context. Last year over 20,000 young people took part and on average team profit was nearly £100. The top 50 teams made over £25k profit. Previous winners Avonbourne College created a venture called ‘Little Poppies’ which made over £5000. They sold hand-made Mother’s Day and general greetings cards, each of which contained a small packet of poppy seeds to mark the occasion. The team also baked nutritious cakes with poppy seeds to match their theme. 82% of students felt Tenner provided a unique opportunity to learn & achieve new things, 69% of young people experienced a progression in 1 to 5 employability competencies.

4. The Real Business Challenge

The Real Business Challenge is run in partnership with Coca Cola and is aimed at 14-17 year old students in the UK. It is free to take part. The aim of the challenge is to develop enterprise skills by completing a series of business tasks set by Coca Cola. Teams are supported by a mentor from Coca Cola. Anecdotal evidence suggests the programme raises awareness of the world of work, particularly the corporate world, and facilitates the skills related to team work, creativity, time management, communication and presentation of ideas.
5. National Enterprise Challenge

The National Enterprise Challenge is run by Ryman and The Inspirational Learning Group. It is a costed activity aimed at children in Key Stages 3 and 4 in the UK and intends to develop enterprise and employability skills such as teamwork, communication, leadership, creativity and presenting information. Students undertake business tasks set by real organisations such as Ryman and Alton Towers. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the competition provides practical experience of creating and communicating ideas and team work and raises awareness of what the world of business is like.

There are a number of other national level business games designed to help develop enterprise and soft skills in school age students, some of which are sponsored by large companies (see boxouts 3, 4 and 5).

The idea of simulating the world of work is central to enterprise competitions and business games. A simulation is a representation of a real, operating event or situation.\textsuperscript{33} Such simulations are designed to be ‘a working representation of reality’ with ‘relevant behavioural similarity to the original system’ although ‘it may be an abstracted, simplified or accelerated model of a process’.\textsuperscript{34} A key decision in developing the simulation is how to calibrate the level of difficulty of the problem to the ability of the participants. Designing games which stretch participants but do not overwhelm them is critical.\textsuperscript{37} It is also important for participants to experience some failure though as this reflects real life in the business world as opposed to what is more typical of an educational context. This can be done by building infrastructure to the game or competition that supports participants, normalises failure and, crucially, ensures that learning from this failure takes place.


The opportunity to simulate reality is a valuable tool when trying to teach young people about the world of work. Many young people have little direct experience of work and limited opportunity to gain such experience prior to leaving education. While it is possible to provide young people with information about work, offering information alone is unlikely to develop the skills that employers say they want. However, simulations open the possibility for experiential career learning.

There are a number of questions summarising some key choices facing game designers when building enterprise games or competitions.

### Questions for game designers

- **Who is the game designed for?** e.g. What age group and ability level?
- **Where should the game be played?**
- **When should the game be played and for how long?**
- **How should the participants interact with the game?** What makes the game interesting or enjoyable for the participants?
- **What is the objective of the game for the participants? What will constitute a successful outcome?**
- **How real is the game?** What ensures an accurate representation of reality?
- **How much autonomy do participants have?** Is any choice possible? Will they be allowed to get it completely wrong?
- **Is the game competitive?** How many people can win? What constitutes a win?
- **How do the participants relate to other people during the game (teachers, employers, parents etc.)?**
- **How do the participants relate to each other during the game?** Are they a team? In competition? In communication? In secret?
- **How do the participants receive feedback on their performance both during and at the end of the game?**
- **What are participants expected to learn through playing the game?** What are the learning outcomes?
- **What scaffolding and resources exist to support participants learning during the game, particularly with respect to the reality of failure?**

---

35. Kriz, W.C., and Auchter, E. (2016) 10 years of evaluation research into gaming simulation for German entrepreneurship and new study on its long-term effects. Simulation & Gaming, 47(2), 179-205.
The impacts of business games and enterprise competitions

Building a successful career requires young people to demonstrate decision-making skills, communication skills, critical thinking skills and use knowledge and understanding from a range of disciplines. Although not all studies find a clear or positive impact from participating in enterprise competitions and business games, most find that these interventions can help to foster desirable skills, attitudes and aptitudes.

Example study: Young Enterprise Alumni

The evidence base includes both academic literature and programme evaluations. Delivery organisation have a critical role in advancing the evidence base in this area. With respect to enterprise competitions and business games, Young Enterprise (YE) have played a critical role by evaluating their own programmes and sharing the findings for the whole sector.

In a rare example of longitudinal research in this area YE surveyed 371 YE alumni from across the UK and a comparable group of 202 people who had never taken part in a YE programme. Young Enterprise alumni reported that participating in YE had improved their ability to achieve objectives, cope with problems, deal with change, do business planning, start up a company, build business relationships and networks, innovate, spot opportunities and evaluate ideas. It also showed that Young Enterprise alumni had a much greater likelihood of subsequently running their own business compared to people from the control group. Where alumni were running their own businesses, they also tended to have a higher turnover than the control group, to employ more people, to be more likely to be operating as a limited company and to be more likely to be serial entrepreneurs.

Such findings are promising but need to be reproduced in more robust studies which more explicitly address self-selection bias and which recruit the control group and the experimental group to ensure maximum comparability. Using randomisation in the allocation of the intervention would be one way to achieve this.

We will examine how the evidence base can be developed further in section 5.
In this section we discuss evidence of impacts of business games and enterprise competitions. We have organised these observed impacts under five domains: (1) cognitive abilities; (2) employability skills; (3) personal effectiveness; (4) knowledge; and (5) career readiness.

We have reviewed a large number of studies and for reasons of space are not able to provide details on all of the studies examined. The overwhelming majority of the research on which these conclusions are based are small scale studies with limited methodological robustness.

However, they are suggestive of some clear patterns of impact. In section 5 we critically examine the strength of the evidence base and make some clear recommendations as to how it could be improved.

1. Cognitive abilities

Cognitive ability is the capacity to understand complex ideas, learn from experience, reason, problem solve, and adapt, create knowledge, organise and apply it. Business games and enterprise competitions require participants to observe, reflect, create concepts, pull their observations together to develop theories. They also require the application of previous learning to inform decision making and problem solving and independent learning. Given the range of cognitive abilities that business games and enterprise competitions require for participants to be successful in them, it is possible to make a logical connection between playing these games and developing cognitive abilities. Teachers in a study by Education and Employers felt that business games and enterprise competitions were particularly suited to developing cognitive abilities such as problem solving.

Research has demonstrated that a range of cognitive abilities are developed as an outcome of business games and enterprise competitions. This includes the following areas.

- **Analytical skills.** Participation in enterprise competitions and business games can increase participants’ capacity to analyse complex problems.

- **Creativity and problem solving.** Games and competitions can also increase participants’ capacity to generate ideas and creative solutions to problems.

- **Quantitative skills.** Studies have shown that participation in business games and enterprise competitions can support participants to handle data more effectively and use numerical evidence more systematically than those who had not competed in the game.

---

2. Employability skills

A key aim of many enterprise competitions is to develop a range of employability skills which encompass what are variously described as enterprise, business and soft skills. Enterprise skills are “the skills, knowledge and attributes needed to apply creative ideas and innovations to practical solutions”,52 53 54 This capability is supported by more general business skills such as finance, management and decision-making.45 Soft skills refer to interpersonal skills which include team work, communication, negotiation and leadership.

Studies have identified a range of skills that can be developed by enterprise competitions and business games.

- **Business planning.** Participants in one study were shown to be better able to produce good business plans after taking part in a simulated business game.48
- **Decision making.** Business games and enterprise competitions can support the development of decision-making skills.49
- **Leadership.** Participating in enterprise competitions and business games can support individuals’ capacity to lead others.51
- **Risk taking.** Business games and enterprise competitions can help participants to assess and manage risks and be more willing to take risks where appropriate.48
- **Networking and team working.** The team and social nature of business games and enterprise competitions helps develop the ability to make social contacts.48 54 55 54 This was an area that was highlighted by teachers as being a particular benefit that they associated with business games and enterprise competitions.45

- **Time management.** Business games and enterprise competitions can also support the development of time management skills.35

3. Personal effectiveness

Some enterprise competitions and business games have been shown to positively influence a range of personal attributes that contribute to an individual’s effectiveness. These include the following areas.

- **Confidence/self-esteem.** Some studies have observed that enterprise competitions and business games can have a positive effect on young peoples’ confidence and self-esteem.52 58 59
- **Resilience.** Resilience describes individuals ability to bounce-back after a setback. A number of studies have found that participants in enterprise competitions and business games have reported increased resilience.12 58 59
- **Self-efficacy.** Self-efficacy is a term that describes how far an individual believes that their actions and decisions will influence what happens to them. There is some evidence that participation in enterprise competitions and business games increases self-efficacy.38

---

4. Knowledge

Some competitions and games are designed to help students develop their knowledge in specific areas of business or enterprise. However, a number of studies show it is often difficult to find clear evidence of games and competitions developing business relevant knowledge. However some promising evidence in this area has found impacts on knowledge development. For example, an evaluation of a business game in German universities found that students perceived that they had developed their business knowledge through participating in the competition and their performance on a business knowledge test was significantly better after playing the game.

5. Career readiness

Business and enterprise games and competitions are sometimes used as part of a business studies curriculum. However, in schools they are more commonly used in career and enterprise education. The evidence suggests that they can enhance career readiness in a range of ways.

- **Occupational awareness.** Some research suggests that enterprise competitions and business games can encourage young people to find out about and consider career paths which they were previously unaware of.

- **Career management skills.** Business games and enterprise competitions have also been observed to boost participants career management skills, for example awareness of skills, strengths and achievements and career decision making skills.

- **Entrepreneurial intent.** Relatively few young people view entrepreneurship as a viable career option. Much enterprise education seeks to actively change this and to expand young people's entrepreneurial intent. Some research finds that participating in games and competitions has a positive effect on the likelihood of young people to consider entrepreneurial careers and social entrepreneurial careers. Such research is promising but needs to be reproduced with more robust studies which pay close attention to how the sample is recruited. Conversely, other studies find that participating in such games reduces entrepreneurial intent, perhaps because they provide insights into what entrepreneurial careers involve. Increasing awareness of opportunities and understanding of what is involved may ultimately be helpful in improving alignment between aspirations and capabilities.

Lessons for practice

The literature on business games and enterprise competitions suggests that they deliver a range of impacts on cognitive abilities; employability skills; personal effectiveness; knowledge; and career readiness.

However, there is a wide variety of types of business game or enterprise competition. These range from some very brief interventions (perhaps just lasting for one lesson) to lengthy ones (which may run across a whole academic year). There is also a wide variety of ways in which game participants are supported (e.g. through the provision of resources, mentors and taught interventions) and their learning is guaranteed (e.g. the use of feedback, reflective logs and formal and informal assessment). At present the literature does not provide comparative studies on which to base clear recommendations on what the ideal organisation of a game or competition, although there is some very helpful recent research which has provided insights on different interventions from the perspectives of teachers and young people. However, it is possible to draw out some features which can support the design of future interventions.

**Design**

The game or competition should have clear objectives which are understood by the participants. Clear objectives not only help the participants but also support effective monitoring and evaluation. The difficulty of the game must be appropriate for participant's abilities. If a competition is too easy participants can lose interest and motivation. However, if it is too difficult participants may become discouraged or simply not able to compete effectively. Likewise, a competition that is perceived as either too trivial or too complex is less effective because the participants find it difficult to see the linkages between the game and reality.

**Authenticity**

Games and competitions should be designed to ensure that they represent the real world as faithfully as possible. There is a positive relationship between the fidelity of the representation and the degree of learning fostered by the game. To achieve this the context should be realistic and familiar and participants should be able to recognise that it reflects real life situations. While familiarity is likely to support participants’ engagement with the game it does raise some challenges associated with the aims of career and enterprise education. Career and enterprise education seeks to encourage young people to engage with unfamiliar parts of the labour market as well as those that are well known.

---

It is therefore important that games balance familiarity and encounters with new ideas and areas.

To ensure authenticity it is important that the consequences of actions in games are credible and that the outcome cannot always be predicted. This means that the game or competition should have a random element to more effectively simulate real world situations. Thus good decisions can still produce negative outcomes because of a series of unlucky events, or bad decisions can have positive outcomes because of a series of fortunate events. Participants can then be encouraged to reflect on what accounts for their success or otherwise within the game, to reflect on the nature of chance and think about what actions they could have taken to improve their likelihood of being ‘lucky’.

**Autonomy**

The participants need to be allowed to experiment and learn independently. Williamson found that this was one of the most popular aspects of business games and enterprise competitions with young people. Business games and enterprise competitions require participants to be given greater responsibility for their own process of discovery and learning. The teacher does not normally give advice on game-playing strategies to help pupils ‘win’ although it is common to use a business mentor as part of the team. However, this does not mean that the teacher does not have a role to play. Participants need to be prepared for the game, their progress monitored and gently guided when they get too far off track.

**Teamwork**

The competition or game should have a strong team element if one of the objectives is to develop soft skills. The composition of the team raises a number of issues. While allowing students to choose their own teams may lead to more harmonious groups it offers a poor simulation of the workplace. Williamson argues that the creation of teams made up of mixed groups provides a good opportunity for learning about workplace relations.

**Employer participation**

The involvement of employers as coaches and/or mentors is crucial as teachers often lack the underpinning knowledge (economic, business and financial knowledge and understanding) on which such games depend. The coach or mentor should take the game seriously and treat participants with respect, ask questions to facilitate decision making and problem solving and provide feedback at key stages, be properly trained and encourage autonomy rather than telling participants what to do.
Feedback

It is important for participants to receive feedback from employers and teachers on their decision-making and actions at key stages throughout the competition or game. Regular feedback within the game enables them to develop while playing and to improve their performance as the game develops.

Ideally, participants should receive feedback after every round of play to help them to reflect on their learning. Such feedback can take the form of participants observing, discussing and understanding the performance of the various teams. They can then move on to explain their performance by reflecting on individual decisions they made and consequences for the team’s performance. Such discussions provide good opportunities for mentors and coaches to work with their teams and for the teacher or tutor to link the game both to wider learning objectives and the world of work.

A final debrief should take place at the end of the game to allow participants to review their performance, see how it compares to others and to reflect on what they have learnt.
Developing the evidence base

The evidence on enterprise competitions suggests that they are ‘potentially effective’.\textsuperscript{18} It highlights a range of reported impacts on cognitive abilities, skills, knowledge and career readiness. While there are a number of studies which have examined this intervention, and identified impacts, these studies often have limited samples or lack methodological robustness.\textsuperscript{75, 76}

Key areas for improving the evidence base include:

- conducting more evaluations of business games and enterprise competitions as part of careers education in school settings rather than colleges or higher education institutions;
- using more objective measures of learning to supplement participant self-reports e.g. test or coursework grades;
- using more consistent and objective measures for long-term follow up e.g. consistently reporting salary, business turnover, job satisfaction etc;
- improvements in research design to avoid limitations of sample bias. This might include greater use of randomisation or stratified sampling and is particularly important for the construction of viable control groups;\textsuperscript{40}
- comparisons of pupils taking part in different types and lengths of game or competition as a way to explore the relative efficacy of different game designs; and
- undertaking more independent evaluations which are not conducted or funded by organisations responsible for the delivery of the intervention.\textsuperscript{26}

It is also worth noting that the literature identifies a very wide range of observed impacts that are associated with enterprise competitions and business games. It is unlikely that such an intervention can be equally impactful in all of these domains. There would therefore be value in programme managers thinking about what the core aims of such programmes are and focusing evaluation on these domains. Along with the other suggestions in the list above this would support the emergence of a more definitive evidence base.

As the evidence base develops there would be value in further literature reviews and meta-analyses. However, at present there is probably insufficient evidence conducted with comparable methodologies to support either a systematic literature review or a statistical meta-analysis. This review is the first attempt we can locate which has sought to draw together the evidence base on business games and enterprise competitions as a careers education intervention and it is important to continue the task of synthesising the evidence base.

Conclusion

Enterprise competitions and business games provide opportunities for active learning about work and entrepreneurship. The evidence suggests that they are potentially effective in enhancing five domains: (1) cognitive abilities; (2) employability skills; (3) personal effectiveness; (4) knowledge; and (5) career readiness.

The evidence base provides us with some clear guidance about how to run effective enterprise and business competitions and games. It highlights the importance of careful design, authenticity, autonomy, teamwork, employer participation and feedback. When games and competitions are run in this way, the evidence suggests that they are most likely to be effective in achieving their goals.

Since there are several such competitions and games run nationally with no cash cost to schools or pupils, they present a viable and stimulating way for students to gain experience of enterprise and business.
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